'and since this book alone affirms that the blood goes forth along a new path and returns again, contrary to the way which has been accepted for so many hundreds of years by countless most famous and learned men and by them followed and well worn, I was greatly afraid to suffer this little book, otherwise complete some years ago, either to come forth into the public viewv or go abroad, lest it might seem too arrogant an action, unless I had first laid it before you, proved it by ocular demonstration, answered your doubts and objections and received the verdict of your most accomplished president in my favour '. In these days when every high office is being questioned it is pleasant to know that the illustrious Harvey felt it desirable to obtain the approval of my predecessor before going to press. This book is strongly recommended. One of the most formidable duties imposed by most universities on newly appointed professors is that of giving an inaugural lecture, which is delivered not just to students and others working in the professor's subject or even faculty, but to anyone in the university who cares to come -and that includes wives! To compose an address that will be acceptable to such a mixed audience without baffling some by its erudition or insulting others by its simplicity is indeed a daunting assignment. If the professor is to reach more than a small section of his audience, he has usually to prepare an all purposes talk directed mainly at the nonspecialists and to rely on its sheer eloquence, unusual approach or good humour to satisfy the rest.
This new book by Michael Woodruff consists of a collection of addresses mostly of this kind on a variety of topics. They are all elegantly written and express his opinions with the clarity and forcefulness that we would expect of him. Indeed it is fair to say that a great deal of Sir Michael's robust personality comes through to the printed page.
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